
Detached divertor operation is expected as an ef-
ficient solution to reduce strong loads on the divertor
plates. Recently, high-temporal electrostatic measure-
ments suggest that blob-like cross-field transport would
be enhanced under the detached divertor condition in the
Large Helical Device (LHD) and a linear plasma device.

In this study, we have investigated characteristics
of ion saturation current (Isat) fluctuations measured us-
ing Langmuir probes during the attached and detached
divertor operations in the LHD. Figure 1 shows time
traces of plasma parameters in two discharges (110819
and 110821), which are in the same magnetic condition.
Magnetic axis (Rax) was 3.9 m, and n/m = 1/1 reso-
nant magnetic perturbation (RMP) field was applied in
order to easily sustain the plasma detachment. Diver-
tor particle flux into an inboard plate was calculated by
summing Isat that were measured using a divertor probe
array. After the line averaged electron density exceeded
6 × 1019m−3 at 110821, divertor flux decreased, despite
of monotonic increase of the line averaged density. The
flux drop was attributed to the plasma detachment phe-
nomenon.

Fig. 1: (a) Time traces of line averaged density, (b)
stored energy, and (c) sum of Isat at an inboard divertor
plate in two discharges (110819, 110821). The FSP was
being inserted during 5.5 s < t < 5.8 s marked with a
thick vertical line.

Firstly, we analyzed particle flux distribution on the
divertor plate. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the probe array

cuts across a sharp strike point where the connection
length ( (Lc)) is over a hundred meters. In the attached
state at 110819, divertor flux was localized near the strike
point, probe 9 and 10, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In the de-
tached state at 110821, Isat around the strike point were
smaller than those in the attached state; in contrast,
Isat at private region were relatively high. Similar re-
sults were also reported in the LHD without the RMP.
Figures 2(c)(d) show time series of Isat signals at private-
side probes in the attached and detached states, respec-
tively. Highly positive spikes were observed in both the
states at the private-side edge of the strike point (skew-
ness have peaks at probe 8); however, typical duration
time was completely different. In addition, correlated
positive spikes were widely seen at the private region in
the detached state. Connection length in the private re-
gion is only a few meters; therefore, cross-field transport
would be occurred near the divertor plate and would dis-
tribute the divertor flux to the private region, particu-
larly in the detached state. The private side corresponds
to the low-field side which is a theoretical propagation di-
rection of plasma blobs. Difference of the duration time
may be attributable to differences of size and/or velocity
of the blobs.

Fig. 2: (a) (Lc)distribution on divertor plate, (b) aver-
aged Isat at t = 4, 5, and 5.5 s and (c) raw time series
measured by divertor probe array.
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